Spiral Learning Web Curriculum Structure

Key Themes anchor a spiral learning web curriculum. They are the cluster of facts, concepts, principles, activities, skills, case studies, etc., that give coherence and practical relevance to its content and learning experiences. They should also provide links to other learning or information webs. Thus, such a curriculum has both linear and nonlinear properties.

Overview
Activities
Enrichment
Links

Discuss Forum
E-Mail & List-Servs
Chat-Rooms
Bulletin Boards
Teleconferencing

Assignments, Practicals, Projects & Assessments (Records & Administration)

Summative Assessment:
K - knowledge
C - commitments
A - attitudes
S - skills
H - habits

Curriculum Content: Scope & Sequence. The Unit Structure provides a logical sequence for the learning of content.

(NB. The Scalability of the Framework: Across Modules, Courses & Programmes)